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ABSTRACT In this article, we propose the side-placed negative-permeability metamaterial (NPM) and zero-
permeability metamaterial (ZPM) in the wireless power transfer (WPT) system to simultaneously enhance
the level of efficiency and meet the electromagnetic field (EMF) safety regulations. A theoretical analysis,
simulation, and experiment are conducted to verify the feasibility of the proposed system model. Based on
the principle of magneto-inductive waves (MIWs) and the shielding theory, the transmission characteristics
of theWPT systemwithout and with two NPM slabs, two ZPM slabs, and the combination of NPM and ZPM
slabs are analyzed. The results demonstrate that the ZPM slabs and the combination of NPM and ZPM slabs
have a high efficiency improvement when the transfer distance is located under 40 cm and exceeds 40 cm,
respectively. Both methods can control the EMF leakage. Moreover, the side-placed metamaterial exhibits
tolerance to the misalignment of the coil. Finally, comparative studies on the ZPM slab and aluminum are
carried out. The experimental and simulation results show that the ZPM slab performs better than aluminum.

INDEX TERMS Zero-permeability, negative-permeability, combination, increase efficiency, shield mag-
netic field, MIW, wireless power transfer (WPT).

I. INTRODUCTION
With the constant development of the electrification of soci-
ety, consumer devices have become more popular, mean-
while, new requirements for chargingmethods have emerged.
Wireless power transfer (WPT) can charge devices con-
tactless, which introduces great convenience to users [1].
Since 2007, MIT has proposed WPT technology via coupled
magnetic resonance, and it has become a popular research
topic in recent years [2]. Wireless charging techniques have
shown great potential in medical devices [3], internet of
things (IOT) devices [4], mobile devices [5], and electric
vehicles [6].

However, WPT technology still has a series of technical
bottlenecks, such as low transfer efficiency and high mag-
netic field leakage. For instance, when the transfer distance
increases and the coil misalignment, results in a lower trans-
fer efficiency. In addition, the problem of electromagnetic
field (EMF) leakage has become increasingly prominent in
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power transmission. These challenges can prevent the further
development of WPT technology [7]. Therefore, a tradeoff
between the system efficiency and EMF leakage should be
considered. Especially for the power transfer of long-distance
portable electronics, efficiency and EMF safety are the most
important qualifications.

Most papers have studied methods of enhancing system
efficiency. O. Jonah et al proposed that high quality coils
can ensure effective energy transmission [8]. However, more
design considerations are required. In addition, the influ-
ence of the intermediate coil on the efficiency of the WPT
system has been discussed in detail in [9]. Note that the
intermediate coils can affect the actual application in many
cases. In [10], [11], a PCB coil with capacitive compensation
was proposed to solve the planar or lateral misalignments.
However, the EMF leakage of the systemwas not discussed or
studied. Currently, most papers have studied the properties of
the evanescent wave amplification of negative-permeability
metamaterial (NPM), which can increase the system effi-
ciency and alleviate the coil offset [12]-[15]. However, most
studies are devoted to studying the NPM located between
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the transmitter and receiver. Furthermore, the NPM mainly
occupies the transmission path of the system, and the pres-
ence of an additional structure will directly impact the WPT
application.

Metal, ferrite and the zero-permeability metamate-
rial (ZPM) have been proposed to shield the leaking magnetic
field [16]–[18]. In [17], a metal plate that is vertical to the
coil is proposed to enhance the efficiency and achieve lower
EMF leaking. However, the metal and ferrite material can
shield the magnetic field of all the bands, including the
desired signals. In [15], [18], the position of the ZPM above
the coils (parallel to the coils) was proposed. In addition to
the EMF leakage of the transmitter and receiver, the EMF
leakage in the transmission path should also be considered.
Moreover, the performance of the side-placed ZPM has not
been proposed. The comparison of the side-placed ZPM and
side-placed aluminum has not been investigated. In addition,
an analytical model of the combination of side-placed NPMs
and ZPMs has not been presented.

Currently, the effect of an EMF field on the human body
has been widely investigated [19], [20], the EMF induced
by the WPT coils cannot be ignored. Therefore, the EMF
exposure level should complywith the International Commis-
sion on Nonionizing Radiation Protection [21], [22]. In real-
ity, when WPT technology is applied to supply power to
equipment, we need to consider a method of enhancing
the efficiency while simultaneously meeting EMF safety
requirements while not affecting the wireless transmission
path. In reality, when the WPT technology is applied to
supply the power to the equipment, we need to consider a
method to enhance efficiency and human safety at same time,
while not affecting the wireless transmission path. Especially,
the advantage of side-placed metamaterial is that it will not
disturb the energy transmission channel of the WPT sys-
tem. Therefore, the transmission properties of two kinds of
side-placed metamaterials need to be studied.

FIGURE 1. Scenario for device charging.

In this article, novel side-placed metamaterials are pre-
sented to simultaneously handle the low efficiency and high
magnetic field leakage, as shown in Fig. 1. Through the simu-
lation and experimental results, we show that the side-placed
ZPM slabs and the combination of NPM and ZPM slabs are

excellent choices for increasing efficiency and complying
with the low EMF exposure requirements. Meanwhile, this
combination can prevent the misalignment of the coils. And
the side-placed system can prevent electromagnetic radiation
interference between the devices. In comparison with alu-
minum plate, the ZPM slab offers better efficiency improve-
ment and leakage EMF reduction.

The paper is organized as follows. Themodel and thework-
ing principles of theWPT systemwith the NPM and ZPM are
introduced in Section II. In Section III, the performance of the
NPM, ZPM, and the combination of NPM and ZPM slabs are
analyzed through simulations and experiments. Furthermore,
the performance of the ZPM slab is compared with that of
aluminum. Finally, we summarize the conclusions.

FIGURE 2. Configuration of the side-placed NPM slabs in WPT system.

II. MODELING OF THE METAMATERIAL
A. PRINCIPLE OF THE METAMATERIAL
When the side-placed NPM slabs are vertical to the system,
the ability to propagate magneto-inductive waves (MIWs)
has been shown, resulting in the enhancement of the effi-
ciency [23]–[27]. The principle of the side-placed NPM slabs
that are vertical to the coils is shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic
field excited from the unit cell can pass through the neigh-
boring unit cell, so the coupling effect occurs, and the MIW
propagation is generated. It can be concluded that the energy
transmitted by the Tx coil is obtained by the Rx coil because
the MIW propagates in NPM slabs. Therefore, the efficiency
can be improved when the two NPM slabs are placed in the
left and right regions of the energy transmission path.

FIGURE 3. Transmission model of the proposed side-placed ZPM slabs.

Fig. 3 illustrates the propagation rule of the side-placed
ZPM slabs in WPT system. It is shown that the magnetic
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fields between the air and ZPM are almost prohibited, and the
magnetic fields in the transport channel of the WPT system
are converging to the Rx coil. Thus, it is very useful for
the side-placed ZPM slabs to enhance the efficiency, while
maintaining the safety.

Since the concept of MIWs was proposed in the NPM
slab, its scattering characteristics have been analyzed in
detail [23], [24].

The wave number (k) is k = β –iα, where β represents the
propagation factor, and α is attenuation factor. The propaga-
tion of the unit cell at resonant frequency (ω0) is described as
follow:

β =
1
a
arccos(

ω2
0/ω

2
− 1

2κC
) (1)

where a is the distance between the cells, κC (κC =2M /L)
is the coupling coefficient, Q is quality factor, and M and L
are the mutual inductance between the metamaterial structure
and the self-inductance of the metamaterial, respectively.

In addition, the attenuation of the MIW is described by the
dispersion equation in the system

α =
1

2κCQa sin(βa)
(2)

It is clear that the attenuation (α) is related to Q and κC . The
attenuation can decrease with the increase inQ and κC , which
means that the loss of the metamaterial is low. As a result,
the system efficiency of the ZPMwith low attenuation can be
greatly enhanced.

FIGURE 4. Calculated transmission and reflection of the metamaterial
with µm.

The transmission and reflection coefficients of the meta-
material model is calculated, as shown in (3), which can effec-
tively demonstrate the working mechanism of the ZPM slab.
Fig. 4 illustrates the analysis results of the two coefficients
changing with the µm. It can be found that the reflection
coefficient of the wave is 1 and the transmission coefficient
is 0 when the µm is equal to near zero, that is, the magnetic
field is totally reflected.
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where k0 is the wavenumber in vacuum, k represents the wave
number parallel to the metamaterial, and t is the thickness of
the metamaterial.

B. MODELING OF THE SYSTEM
The WPT system consists of two elements: the transmit-
ter and receiver, which consist of the source coil, Tx coil,
load coil and Rx coil. The diameters of the coils are both
20cm. The Tx and Rx coils are tuned to the frequency of
the 13.56MHz ISM band, and the resonance frequency of
the coils is carefully tuned by the lumped capacitance. The
unit cells of the NPM and ZPM are both realized with a
square spiral resonator, and the size of the unit cell is 12cm×
12cm [15]. The operating frequencies of the NPM and ZPM
are changed by using the external capacitor. The sizes of the
NPM and ZPM slabs are both 36cm × 36cm. The slabs are
vertical to the coils and parallel to the transport channel.

In fact, the metamaterial can be represented by an equiv-
alent circuit model (including equivalent inductance (L),
capacitance(C), and resistance (R)). Thus, in order to accu-
rately obtain the equivalent permeability of the NPM and
ZPM, the equivalent circuit model is used to calculate the L,
C and R. And, the electromagnetic parameter of the metama-
terial is extracted by (4).

µm = 1− F
(
1−

1
w2LC

−
R
jwL

)−1
(4)

The inductance, capacitance and resistance of the square
spiral are written as [28], [29]:

L =
1.27µ0N 2dad

2

[
ln
(
2.07
φ

)
+ 0.18φ + 0.13φ2

]
(5)

where N represents the number of spiral turns, dad is the
average diameter of the spiral coil, and 8 is the fill factor.

C = (0.9× 1+ 0.1× 4.4)ε0
t
s
l + Cl (6)

where l is the total length of gap, s is the spacing between the
turns, and Cl is the capacitor of the lumped capacitor.

R=Rdc
t

δ(1−e−t/δ)
+0.1Rdc

(
µ0w0w2

0.434(s+w)

)
+R0+

tan δ
w0C

(7)

where Rdc is the dc resistance, R0 is the resistance of the
lumped capacitor, w is the width, and δ is the skin depth,.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the calculated and
measured permeability results. From the results, it can be
concluded that the analyzed permeability and measured per-
meability are in agreement. When the external capacitor is
95pf and 120pf, the effective permeability values of the NPM
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FIGURE 5. Permeability of the metamaterial (a) NPM (b) ZPM.

TABLE 1. Specifications of the square spiral.

and ZPM are near -1 and 0.02 at 13.56MHz, respectively.
Table 1 lists the final parameters of the metamaterial.

Three system models are built to study the transfer and
magnetic field characteristics to determine the optimal com-
bination scheme of the WPT system, as shown in Fig. 6. The
two NPM slabs, the two ZPM slabs, and the combination
of the NPM and ZPM slabs in the system are referred to as
Type A, Type B, and Type C, respectively. The metamaterials
have a vertical displacement from the central axis with a
distance of D1 (vertical distance). The axial distance between
the Tx coil and the Rx coil is defined as D.

FIGURE 6. Three system models of the side-placed NPM slabs, ZPM slabs,
and combination of the NPM and ZPM slabs.

III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL OF THE
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
A. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE SIDE-PLACED
METAMATERIAL
The simulated magnetic field results of the proposed system
models are shown in Fig. 7, where D is fixed at 40cm. The
vertical distance from the metamaterial to the center axis
is set to D1=17cm. Fig. 7(a) shows the simulated result
for the case of original system without metamaterial. The
magnetic field distributions simulated in Types A, B and C
are presented in Fig. 7(b)-7(d). The results show that the field
strength of the Rx coil is enhanced in the proposed three cases
compared to Fig. 7(a). However, it can be observed that the
field distribution behind the NPM slab in type A increases
compared to the simulated results of the system without the
metamaterial. Besides, it is worthwhile to note that the field

FIGURE 7. Field distribution (a) original system, (b) NPM slabs, (c) ZPM
slabs, and (d) combination of NPM and ZPM slabs.

strength outside the ZPM slab is reduced and the magnetic
field around the Rx coil is improved in type B. The magnetic
field in type C is reduced on one side and increased on the
other side. In Section III B, the performance of the NPM and
ZPM slabs in the system is discussed in detail.

FIGURE 8. SAR simulation (13.56MHz): (a) original system, (b) with NPM
slabs, (c) with ZPM slabs, and (d) with aluminum plates.

In general, aluminum is applied as magnetic shielding
for the WPT system. And we use the aluminum plate to
compare to the metamaterials. The size of the aluminum
plate is identical to the metamaterial and it is located at the
same position. To explore the effect of the NPM slabs, ZPM
slabs and aluminum plates on humans, a box is established
to simulate human body tissue. The parameter of the box
is chosen as the cerebrospinal fluid, where the conductivity
and relative permittivity are 2.0041 and 108.26, respectively.
Fig. 8 shows the 10-g average specific absorption rate (SAR)
in the four cases. The distance from the box to the center of the
coil is 25cm. Fig. 8(a)-(d) shows the exposure scenarios of the
original system, the system with NPM slabs, the system with
ZPM slabs, and the systemwith the aluminum plate. The SAR
values are 4× 10.3 W/kg, 3× 10.2 W/kg, 0.07× 10.3 W/kg,
and 0.1 × 10.3 W/kg. It is illustrated that the side-placed
ZPM slab canmitigate the EMF, and lower the EMF exposure
levels. And the SAR of the system with the ZPM slab is less
than that of the aluminum.
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FIGURE 9. Experimental prototype of the side-placed metamaterial.

B. MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF EFFICIENCY
In this chapter, we discuss the experimental verification of the
WPT with NPM and ZPM slabs. It is worth noting that the
dimensions of the experimental device are the same as those
of the model in the electromagnetic simulation. Fig. 9 shows
the implemented WPT charging system with the metamateri-
als. The coils in the WPT system are fabricated with a copper
wire that is 1.25mm in thickness and 20cm in diameter. The
Tx and Rx coils are carefully tuned to achieve resonance at
13.56MHz. The overall size of the 3×3 array of the NPM and
ZPM slabs are 36cm×36cm. Each metamaterial is measured
to ensure that the effective permeability is at -1 and near-zero
at 13.56MHz.

To verify the proposed model, we measured the effi-
ciency and the magnetic field. The vector network ana-
lyzer (VNA-AV-3656A) can be used to supply a signal to
the Tx coil. The transmission coefficient S21 is measured
after the standard two-port calibration. The spectrum ana-
lyzer (RSA3030-TG) and the probe are used to measure the
magnetic field. In order to ensure the effectiveness of the
experiment, we first measured the efficiency of the original
system, and then we measured the power transfer efficiency
and leaked magnetic field of the three designed models.

The resistances of the source and load are assumed to be
50� [30]. In the tests, the distance from the source to Tx coil
and load to Rx coil are changed to achieve the impedance
matching [31]. Therefore, |S21|2 can be used to calculate the
system efficiency in this article.

η = |S21|2 × 100% (8)

To determine the available range of the system with the
metamaterials, the system efficiency varies with the transfer
distance D is discussed. During the measurement, the Tx
coil is fixed and the metamaterials are placed on the sides
at 17cm. Fig. 10 shows the efficiency varying with D. From
the results, we can see that the ZPM slabs can increase the
efficiency at all distances. However, the system efficiency is
rapidly reduced as the distance D increases. When the NPM
slab is used at D = 30cm, the system efficiency is lower
compared to the original system due to the high loss of the
NPM at the short distance. And the NPM slabs can enhance
the efficiency as the transfer distance increases. In addition,

FIGURE 10. Relationship between the measured efficiency and transfer
distance D.

it can be found that the efficiency of the combination of the
NPM and ZPM slabs is still lower than that of the NPM slabs
as D increases. Furthermore, it is obvious that the efficiency
of the combination of the NPM and ZPM slabs is higher
than that of the ZPM slabs when D exceeds 40cm, which can
mitigate the efficiency reduction. The reasons for the above
performance of the different metamaterial systems: 1) the
magnetic field reflected by the ZPM is attenuated with the
transfer distance increased, and most magnetic fields are not
received by the receiver. 2) the efficiency improvement of the
NPM is due to the MIW, and the efficiency drops slowly as
the transfer distance increases. 3) the reflected magnetic field
can act on the NPM slabs and disturb the MIW.

FIGURE 11. Measured efficiencies for different combinations of
metamaterials.

To understand how to enhance the WPT efficiency of
the side-placed NPM and ZPM slabs, the efficiency versus
the vertical distance D1 is investigated at D = 40cm. The
efficiency results of the three system models are measured,
as shown in Fig. 11. During the measurement, the vertical
distance D1 increases from 17cm to 23cm. It can be seen that
the system efficiency drops quickly as D1 increases when the
NPM slabs are used. The efficiency varies relatively smoothly
when two ZPM slabs are applied in the system. Moreover,
the combination of the NPM and ZPM slabs can lessen the
decreasing tendency of the efficiency. When the NPM slabs,
ZPM slabs, and the combination of the NPM and ZPM slabs
are used, the efficiency drops from 55.5% to 37.8% (17.7%),
52% to 43% (9%), and 51% to 39.5% (11.5%). Therefore,
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FIGURE 12. Measured system efficiency of the ZPM slabs and aluminum
plate.

the ZPM slabs and the combination NPM and ZPM slabs are
suitable for the large vertical distance (D1). Fig. 12 illustrates
the efficiency comparison of system with the aluminum and
ZPM slabs. In the measurement of the vertical distance from
17cm to 23cm, the efficiency of the systemwith the ZPM slab
is higher than that of the aluminum plate.

FIGURE 13. Schematic of the Rx coil offset. (a) Misalignment 1 (lateral
misalignment). (b) Misalignment 2 (angular misalignment).

In what follows, the effects of the lateral and angular mis-
alignments of the Rx coil on the efficiency are investigated.
The sketches of the misalignments of the proposed WPT are
shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13(a) shows the lateral misalignment of
the receiver which is referred to as misalignment 1. Herein,
the transmitter and receiver are located in parallel plane of
xoy, and the receiver is offset along the y axis (the distance
from the center axis is 1y). Misalignment 2 is the angular
misalignment of the receiver, as shown in Fig. 13(b). The
receiver is rotated around the x axis with an angle of θ . As we
all know, the efficiency drops rapidly for the misalignments
of the coils. Methods for mitigating the influence of the
misalignment of the metamaterial slabs on both sides of the
coils are discussed.

Owing to the movable range limitation of the Rx coil at
short transfer distance, the misalignments of the Rx coil are
discussed at D= 50cm. A comparison of the efficiencies with
the various lateral misalignments is illustrated in Fig. 14(a).
The lateral misalignment varies from 0 to 14cm in steps
of 2cm. The maximum efficiency of the original system at
D = 50cm is 19.98% when the coils do not exhibit lat-
eral misalignment. When two NPM (ZPM) slabs are used,

FIGURE 14. Measurement efficiencies of the WPT system with various
misalignment. (a) lateral misalignment 1y . (b) angular misalignment θ .

the system efficiency improves to 47.89% (32.49%) with
1y = 0 and D = 50cm. The system efficiency is increased
to 43.56% when the combination of NPM and ZPM slabs is
applied. From the results, it is worthwhile to point out that
the efficiency still improves compared to the original system
even the large lateral misalignment (1y = 14cm). Even with
a large lateral misalignment of 1y = 12cm, the efficiency of
the three cases is still higher than that of the original WPT
system without lateral misalignment.

Fig. 14(b) shows the measured efficiencies for angular
misalignment variation. Decreased efficiencies are clearly
observed as θ increases. However, compared to the origi-
nal system, the efficiency increases substantially when the
metamaterial slabs are used. At θ = 60◦, the efficiency
of NPM system model is higher than that of the original
system at θ = 0◦. The efficiency of ZPM system model and
the combination of NPM and ZPM slab system model is
higher than that of the original system at θ = 45◦. Besides,
the system efficiency is near zero at angular misalignment
of θ = 90◦, regardless of the system with and without
metamaterial slabs. The reason for this phenomenon is the
weak coupling between the coils. In practice, the lateral and
angular misalignment are usually small for the most WPT
applications. Therefore, it is clear that the side-placed ZPM
slab and NPM slab can mitigate the effect of misalignment on
the performance of system.

FIGURE 15. Measurement positions for the magnetic field.

C. MEASUREMENTS RESULTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD
Apart from the study of the efficiency, the leakage EMF of the
WPT system should be investigated. Fig. 15 shows the mea-
surement schematics of the WPT system. To demonstrate the
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FIGURE 16. Measurement results of the WPT system at D2 = 25cm.

effectiveness of the two kinds of metamaterials, we measured
the EMF strength of point B, which is 25cm away from the
axis, as shown in Fig. 16. The transfer distance D is fixed
at 40cm, and D1 is fixed at 17cm. We measured the EMF
strength in the four cases: the original system, the system
with ZPM slab, the system with alunimium and the system
with NPM slab. The experimental results show that the EMF
strength of original system is -56.78dBm, and the magnetic
field strength is -75.23dBm when the ZPM slab is applied.
The EMF strength is reduced by 18.45dBm due to the effect
of the ZPM slab. Moreover, it is clear that the EMF strength
of ZPM slab is lower than that of aluminum. We can draw the
conclusion that the shielding performance of the ZPM slab
is better than the aluminum. In addition, it is shown that the
EMF strength in the case of system with NPM slab is higher
compared to original system. Because of the strong MIW on
the surface of NPM, the EMF strength is enhanced around the
side of the coils when the NPM slab is used.

FIGURE 17. Magnetic field depending on the measured points.

Fig. 17 shows themeasured results when the distance of the
point B changes. The distance between the measured point
and the center axis is D2. The results show that the magnetic
fields behind the ZPM slab and aluminum are reduced, and
the NPM slab is enhanced compared to the original system at
all measured points. And the magnetic field behind the ZPM
slab is still lower than that of the aluminum as D2 varies.
Besides, three points are selected in the same plane at the

distance D2 of 25cm. The results of the EMF strength at
A, B and C are given in Table 2. As a result, the magnetic
fields of the ZPM system model and NPM system model

TABLE 2. Measured magnetic field strength of the points.

at three points are reduced and enhanced, respectively. The
experimental results verify the simulation magnetic field dis-
tribution, and indicate that the research method is valid.

The WPT system with the side-placed metamaterial in this
article has competitive advantages. First, it does not affect
the channel of the energy transfer. Besides, the side-placed
metamaterials have two functions: increasing the efficiency
and reducing the leakage EMF in the horizontal area. Based
on the above analysis of the efficiency and magnetic field,
different types of metamaterials have different electromag-
netic transmission characteristics. The ZPM slabs and the
combination NPM and ZPM slabs can achieve the good
performance. Since the combination of NPM and ZPM slabs
only reduces the leakage electromagnetic field (EMF) on one
side, it can be applied for the situation where the demand for
the magnetic field leakage is not high. Two ZPM slabs are
more suitable for the low EMF requirement. In our proposed
system, the combination of NPM and ZPM slabs is selected
when the transfer distance is larger than 40cm. When the
transfer distance is lower than 40cm, the two ZPM slabs are
a good choice.

IV. CONCLUSION
This article proposed a solution that uses the side-placed
NPM and ZPM slabs in a WPT system to simultaneously
obtain high efficiency and a low human exposure value in
the unintended area. Moreover, there are no additional obsta-
cles for the energy transmission between the coils when
the side-placed metamaterials are vertical to the system,
which lays a good foundation for the practical application
of the wireless charging. The measured results for a fabri-
cated structure showed that the proposed WPT system with
different types of metamaterials achieved good efficiency
improvement to a certain extent. When the transfer distance
exceeds 40cm (under 40cm), the combination of the NPM
and ZPM slabs in the WPT system (two ZPM slabs) has
good performance. The side-placed metamaterials have a
prospect for solving the lateral and angular misalignment of
the coil. Additionally, the measurement results show that the
EMF strength outside the ZPM slab is decreased and the
shielding performance is better than that of aluminum plate.
The proposed structure can be applied to an areawithmultiple
WPT charging systems, and consumer devices.
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